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Baa-baa goes the sheep, gusy-gusy used to mean "macho", and birds go tweet-tweet. I trust you will not be shattered, like Humpty-Dumpty, by these requests for reduplications:

1. expression greeting a pretty woman
2. expression when something tastes good
3. expression for "expletive deleted"
4. urinate
5. just moderately OK
6. deride
7. excellent
8. fine
9. goodnight
10. pertaining to college spirit
11. excessively
12. overly pious
13. horse
14. brouhaha
15. a kind of trumpet mute
16. meaningless actions
17. street musician's box
18. talk or "drink up"
19. error
20. friendly
21. too fancy
22. anus
23. confused mix
24. fiddlesticks
25. thrilling thing
26. very small
27. smaller still
28. tack
29. expression greeting catty remarks
30. thank you
31. suggestive dance

Answers can be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of this issue.

Now that it is available it is at last and phrases are labeled another dictionary or HUNGRY: and YERD-HU.

All the -GRY, MAUGRY, MA~GRY and YM words appear would have far as the OE.

For a trained inferred from is not a series for a trained.

For a more referred to "Goodwill" in "Who's Flaitry Hob by Gry"

In the list the indicated

AGGRY (1819-)
ANGRY (1375+)
UNANGRY+ (6)
BEGRY (no con)
BRAGGRY* (15)
CONYNGRY (15)